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Abstract
Considering that converting linear ordinal ranking (LOR) information into interval utility values can not only improve the

computability of LOR information but also explore the degree of preference for different alternatives for decision-makers

hidden behind LOR information, this paper proposes a conversion-based LOR aggregation method to aggregate LOR

information under risk. Given that the behaviours of decision-makers are influenced by risk, this paper adopts prospect

theory to depict the decision-makers’ behaviours under risk in the conversion-based aggregation process. To achieve this,

the information energy for LOR is constructed firstly, and its features are analysed, which makes a basis for the conversion

process. After that, the details about how to integrate the prospect theory with variable reference points into the conversion-

based aggregation framework are presented. Finally, an example (exploring the financial product preferences of a group of

respondents) evidences the practicality of the proposed method. Further, some analyses and discussions are conducted to

verify the rationality and stability of the method.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, individuals, enterprises and government

departments are faced with various problems that require

judgment and choice. Thus, how to obtain effective deci-

sion-making results has a huge and profound impact on

people’s production and life as well as social development.

With the improvement of technology, the information we

receive becomes more and more complex, making the

decision-making process more challenging. Moreover,

when solving realistic decision-making problems, due to

incomplete access to information, it is always difficult for

individuals to make appropriate decisions efficiently

(Carneiro et al. 2021). To deal with the problem, group

decision making, considering opinions from different

decision-makers (DMs) comprehensively, is developed to

eliminate the negative influence (Gou et al. 2019). Gener-

ally, the evaluation information provided by DMs can be

segmented to two categories, i.e. the cardinal information

and the ordinal information (Gonzalez-Arteaga et al. 2016).

Cardinal information is mainly described by some crisp

numbers and presented by some ‘‘absolute amounts’’. For
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example, in some evaluation problems, DMs are required

to provide precise scores, or specific values of an alterna-

tive under an indicator. On the contrary, ordinal informa-

tion is commonly presented in a ‘‘relative amount’’ style

(Chen et al. 2013), i.e. generating the evaluation informa-

tion by comparing different alternatives, such as fuzzy

preference relations (Georgescu 2007), linguistic prefer-

ence relations (Liu et al. 2020b) and weak orders (Encheva

2012). In fact, for most of complex decision-making

problems, DMs are hard to make objective judgments and

provide precise evaluations directly. Therefore, ordinal

information, as a more flexible expression way, exhibits its

superiority in describing the comparative judgments of

alternatives and possesses the application prospect in the

complex decision-making environment. Linear ordinal

ranking (LOR), in which all the alternatives are ranked

from best to worst or inversely, comes out to be one of the

most frequently used ordinal information and has been

applied to many scenarios, such as product recommenda-

tion (Liu et al. 2020a), market segmentation (Liu et al.

2019), strategic alliance selection (Xu 2013) and the design

of smart city (Dopazo and Martinezcespedes 2015), etc.

As the information aggregation is one of the most

important issues in group decision-making (Vanicek et al.

2009), the LOR information aggregation has received

much attention. The existing studies on LORs aggregation

can be mainly divided into five categories, i.e. the position-

based aggregation methods (Borda 1781; Cook and Kress

1985; Ali et al. 1986; Sese and Morishita 2001; Contreras

2010; Brandenburg et al. 2013; Hou 2015), the machine

learning-based aggregation methods (Klementiev et al.

2008; Chen et al. 2011), the relationship-based aggregation

methods (Yager 2001; Franceschini et al. 2015, 2016;

Liang et al. 2018), the conversion-based aggregation

methods (Chiclana et al. 1998; Wang et al. 2005; Dopazo

and Martinez-Cespedes 2017; Liu et al. 2021) and other

methods (Cook and Kress 1990; Dwork et al. 2001; Aledo

et al. 2013). Considering that the conversion-based method

can improve the computability of LOR information and dig

the alternatives’ utilities or DMs’ preferences hidden

behind the LOR information (Liu et al. 2021), this paper

mainly aggregates the LOR information referring to the

ideas in conversion-based methods.

In the conversion-based methods, Chiclana et al. (Chi-

clana et al. 1998) discussed the method to convert LOR

into fuzzy preference relation in the fuzzy multi-objective

problem and established a model that considered the con-

sistency of preference information. Then, the converted

information was aggregated by the average weighted

operator, which provided a new idea for the LOR trans-

formation. Through the establishment of a mathematical

model, Wang et al. ( 2005) obtained the possible maximum

and minimum values of the utility value of each alternative,

and the LORs were expressed in the form of interval utility

values (IUVs), and then the calculation rules of IUVs were

used to derive the aggregation results. The basic informa-

tion aggregation mechanism was ‘‘LOR-IUV-LOR’’. In

this process, the IUV could reflect the degree of preference

of DMs more clearly. In addition, based on Perron’s the-

orem, Hou et al. (2008) defined the ranking vector for LOR

in the group decision-making environment through the

eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the

evaluation information matrix and then derived the

aggregated ranking. Similarly, Dopazo et al. (2017) also

aggregated the LORs by the priority weights. They pro-

posed a two-stage method. Firstly, the priority weights of

the alternatives were derived according to the LOR infor-

mation, and then the final ranking was obtained based on

the priority weight. In the first step, learning how to merge

the preference matrix and collect group preferences from

uncertain and possibly conflicting information was the

main task. In the second step, combining the fuzzy pref-

erence relations and the properties of graph theory, the

priority vectors were derived from the aggregated prefer-

ence matrix. Recently, Yang et al. (2019) approximated the

overall distribution of users’ rankings by collecting a set of

regional distributions that were selected from small-region

independent models and then generated an aggregated

ranking data set from the distributions. By working in a

smaller domain instead of a larger domain, this method can

significantly reduce the magnitude of added noise. Besides,

combining with the concept of granular computing, Liu

et al. (2021) proposed two models to convert LORs to

IUVs to obtain the aggregated LOR.

With the above literature review, we can find that: (1)

converting LOR to IUV instead of single-valued informa-

tion can not only reduce information loss, but also avoid

redundant information by controlling the length of IUV; (2)

there are few studies that pay attention to the impact of the

risks in the decision-making process on DMs, which may

derive imprecise results; and (3) considering the DMs’

decision-making behaviours under risks, some aggregation

methods combine the prospect theory with preference-ap-

proval structures, in which the reference points are all

fixed. However, in LORs, the reference points are unde-

termined, and DMs may have different attitudes towards

risks. It is more reasonable to set a variable reference point.

Therefore, in this paper, to reflect the different decision-

making behaviours of DMs under risks, we introduce a new

parameter to make the reference point variable in the

aggregation process with the prospect theory.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2

introduces some basic knowledge. Section 3 details the

establishment of the proposed aggregation method and

gives the framework of the method. Section 4 applies the

proposed method to a numerical example and provides
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some comparative analysis, sensitive analysis and simula-

tion test to show the rationality and accuracy of the

method. Finally, the contributions of the paper and some

conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we mainly present the basic knowledge that

is used in this paper, i.e. the concepts of LOR, EPM, and

prospect theory.

2.1 LOR and EPM

LOR is an efficient tool for DMs to express their prefer-

ences and have received much attention in recent years.

Based on Refs. (Cook et al. 1986; Emond and Mason

2002), Liu et al. (2020a) gave the definition of LOR, in

which all the alternatives in the finite set A1;A2; . . .Anf g
are ranked from the best to the worst or from the worst to

the best linking by the symbols ‘‘ * ’’, ‘‘�’’ and ‘‘�’’.

Meanwhile, Ai�Aj denotes that the alternative Ai is supe-

rior to the alternative Aj, Ai � Aj denotes that the alterna-

tive Ai is inferior to the alternative Aj, and Ai �Aj denotes

that the preferences between Ai and Aj are the same.

Example 1 Assume that there are five alternatives in

A1;A2;A3;A4;A5f g; oi : A1�A2�A3 �A4�A5 is one of the

LORs.

In order to depict the information in LOR, the extended

preference map (EPM) is introduced by Liu et al. (2020a)

referring to the existing research of Gonzalez-Arteaga et al.

(2016) and Hou and Triantaphyllou (2019), which is shown

as follows:

Definition 1 Liu et al. (2020a) Pj ¼ pi;j
� �

1�n
is called the

EPM of a LOR oj, where pi,j denotes the extended prefer-

ence map element (EPME) of Ai in the LOR oj. Pj must

satisfy: (1) 8i; pi;j 2 I; I ¼ 1; 2; . . .; i; . . .; nf g; (2) the car-

dinal of pi,j is 1, i.e. pi;j
�� �� ¼ 1; (3) the elements in Pj ¼

pi;j
� �

1�n
represent the positions of alternatives in oj, and

pi;j ¼ 1þ nbi;j � nti;j � cti;j

� �
, where nbi;j denotes the number

of alternatives that are better than Ai in oj, n
t
i;j denotes the

total number of the alternatives that have the same pref-

erence degree but are better than Ai in oj
(nti;j � 2 or nti;j ¼ 0), cti;j denotes the number of the group of

the alternatives that have the same preference degree, but

are better than Ai in oj (in one group, there are at least two

alternatives that have the same preference degree).

Remark 1 If the alternatives are all in the same preference

level, then their corresponding EPMEs are all equal to 1.

Example 2 The corresponding EPM for o1 :

A1�A2�A3 �A4�A5 is P1 ¼ 1; 2; 3; 3; 4½ 	. For the alter-

native A1, n
b
1;1 ¼ 0; nt1;1 ¼ 0; ct1;1 ¼ 0, then p1;1 ¼ 1. For the

alternative A2, nb2;1 ¼ 1; nt2;1 ¼ 0; ct2;1 ¼ 0, then p2;1 ¼ 2.

For the alternatives A3 and A4,

nb3;1 ¼ nb4;1 ¼ 2; nt3;1 ¼ nt4;1 ¼ 0; ct3;1 ¼ ct4;1 ¼ 0, then

p3;1 ¼ p4;1 ¼ 3. For the alternative A5,

nb5;1 ¼ 4; nt5;1 ¼ 2; ct5;1 ¼ 1, then, p5;1 ¼ 4.

Besides, in order to capture some quantitative features

of the EPM, Liu et al. (2021) gave some formulas to cal-

culate the statistical values for the EPM Pj ¼ pi;j
� �

1�n
.

(1) The arithmetic mean: M Pj

� �
¼
Pn

i¼1
pi;j

n ;

(2) The variance: V Pj

� �
¼
Pn

i¼1
pi;j�M Pjð Þð Þ2
n ;

(3) The standard deviation: S Pj

� �
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

i¼1
pi;j�M Pjð Þð Þ2
n

r

;

(4) The coefficient of variation: CV Pj

� �
¼ S Pjð Þ

M Pjð Þ (If

M Pj

� �
¼ 0, then we hold the view that CV Pj

� �
¼ 0),

where M(Pj), V(Pj), S(Pj) and CV(Pj) denote the

arithmetic mean, the variance, the standard deviation

and the coefficient of variation, respectively, pi,j is

the EPME of the alternative Ai in oj, n is the number

of the alternatives.

2.2 Prospect theory

Prospect theory, a classic bounded rationality theory, is

usually applied to depict the DMs’ decision-making

behaviours under risk, which distinguishes the choice

process to two main phases, i.e. the editing phase and the

evaluation process (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). There

are several main operations in the editing phase, i.e.

combination, segregation and cancellation, which trans-

form the outcomes and probabilities associated with the

offered prospects. In the evaluation phase, the edited pro-

spects are assessed and the prospects with the highest value

will be chosen (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). The theory

points out that DMs usually have different attitudes

towards gains and losses. Most of DMs are risk-averse to

gains and are risk seeking to losses. Besides, DMs are more

sensitive to losses than gains (Kahneman and Tversky

1979). Based on the features, the value function and

weighting function in prospect theory are presented

(Tversky and Kahneman 1992).

v yð Þ ¼ y� y0ð Þa; y� y0
�k y0 � yð Þb; y\y0



ð1Þ
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wðpÞ ¼

pc

½pc þ ð1� pÞc	1=c
; y� y0

pd

½pd þ ð1� pÞd	1=d
; y\y0

8
>>><

>>>:

ð2Þ

where y0 denotes the reference points, a and b are both

positive real numbers that measure the curvature of the

value function for gains and losses, respectively, k denotes

the coefficient of loss aversion and c and d are the risk

attitude coefficients to gains and losses, respectively.

Then, the chart of the value function is shown in Fig. 1a,

and the chart of the weighting function is shown in Fig. 1b.

3 Main method

In this section, the problem specification is firstly shown,

which clarifies the foci of the proposed method. Then, the

definition of information energy for LOR is given, and its

properties are analysed. Finally, the whole framework of

the conversion-based method combined with prospect

theory is presented.

3.1 Problem specification

Suppose that there are n alternatives (n C 2) (denoted as

A1;A2; . . .;Ai; . . .;Anf g), m DMs (denoted as

D1;D2; . . .;Dj; . . .;Dm

� �
), and each of them provides one

LOR (denoted as o1; o2; . . .; oj; . . .; om
� �

) to represent their

preferences. Then, the corresponding EPMs for the LORs

are obtained (denoted as P1;P2; . . .;Pj; . . .;Pm

� �
).

The conversion-based aggregation method proposed by

Liu et al. (2021) assumes that the preferences of DMs are

uniform (see Fig. 2a), which breaches reality due to the

influence of risks on DMs’ decision-making behaviours. To

fit the realistic situation, this paper attempts to combine the

prospect theory with the conversion-based LOR aggrega-

tion method.

The basic idea of the proposed method is clearly illus-

trated by Fig. 2b, in which if the alternative Ai is recog-

nized as gain and ranked at the kth position in the LOR oj,

the corresponding upper bound of its interval utility value

is UG
ik ;j

k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ, the corresponding interval index is

qGj ; if the alternative Ai is recognized as loss and ranked at

the kth position in the LOR oj, the corresponding lower

bound of its utility value is UL
ik ;j

k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ, the cor-

responding interval index is qLj , and Likikþ1
k
 n� 1ð Þ

denotes the maximum interval length of the IUV for the

alternative Ai that is ranked at the kth position. It is worth

noting that (1) the upper bounds of the IUVs for the

alternatives in one LOR are different through the pro-

cessing of the functions in the prospect theory; (2) the

maximum lengths of the IUVs for the alternatives in one

LOR are also different; and (3) the interval index for the

alternatives in one LOR is variable. This method focuses

on how to determine the upper bounds of the IUVs and the

interval index for the alternatives in one LOR. Taking the

advantage in reflecting the effectiveness of the LOR, in this

paper, the information energy is used to determine the

primary interval index. The primary values of the upper

bounds follow the idea used by Liu et al. (2021). With

these values, the functions in the prospect theory are uti-

lized to determine the lower bounds of the IUVs.

3.2 Information energy for LOR

To measure the degree of fuzziness for fuzzy set, the

concept of entropy was put forward by De Luca and Ter-

mini (1972). Correspondingly, the notion of the quantity

measure for information, i.e. information energy, was

proposed (Onicescu 1966). The information energy of a

fuzzy set ie: 0; 1½ 	 ! 0; 1½ 	 should follow the rules: (1) it is

strictly decreasing in 0; 1
2

� �
and strictly increasing in 1

2
; 1

� �
;

(2) ie 0ð Þ ¼ ie 1ð Þ ¼ 1; and (3) ie 1
2

� �
¼ 0 (Taheri and Azizi

Fig. 1 The charts for the value

function and weighting function

in the prospect theory
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2007). The formula of the information energy for a fuzzy

set (Dumitrescu 1977) is shown in Eq. (3).

ie A xð Þð Þ ¼ 2 A xð Þ2þAc xð Þ2
� �

� 1 ð3Þ

where ie A xð Þð Þ denotes the information energy for the

fuzzy set A, A(x) denotes the degree that the element x

belongs to the fuzzy set, Ac(x) denotes the degree that the

element x not belongs to the fuzzy set and

Ac xð Þ ¼ 1� A xð Þ.
Following the opinions inRef. (Onicescu 1966), we firstly

give the definition of the information energy for LOR.

Definition 2 The information energy for LOR is a measure

of the effectiveness of the LOR. It should satisfy the rules

below:

(1) If it is easy to find the superior alternatives and

distinguish the DMs’ preferences among the alter-

natives in a LOR, then the LOR should have the

relatively higher information energy;

(2) If a LOR cannot provide effective information to

distinguish the DMs’ preferences among the alterna-

tives, then it should have lower information energy.

Generally, in a LOR, if the more the equivalence sym-

bols and the more forward the positions of equivalence

symbols, then the more difficult to select the qualified

alternatives, the information energy should be smaller.

Then two extreme situations can be determined: (1) if there

is no equivalence symbol in a LOR, it would be the most

convenient for DMs to identify the pros and cons of the

alternatives, and the corresponding LOR is considered the

most effective, the corresponding information energy

should be 1; (2) if the alternatives in a LOR are all linked

by the symbol ‘‘ * ’’, it would be the most difficult to

decide which alternative is the best, and the corresponding

information energy should be 0. Therefore, the number and

the position of the equivalence symbol are the two basic

factors that influence the value of information energy for a

LOR. Meanwhile, as Fig. 3 shows, the change of the

number and position of the equivalence symbol influence

the sum of the elements in the corresponding EPM directly.

The larger the number of the equivalence symbol and the

more forward the position of the equivalence symbol, the

lower the sum of the EPMEs in the corresponding EPM.

Hence, we take the sum of the elements in the corre-

sponding EPM as the numerical expressions of the two

basic factors. In this case, the more difficult to choose the

good alternatives and the lower the value of information

energy. Therefore, we take ‘‘how easy is it to choose a

good alternative’’ and ‘‘the corresponding value of infor-

mation energy’’ as the consequences of the change of the

two basic factors.

In this paper, when the position of the equivalence

symbol keeps unchangeable, the sum of the EPMEs in the

corresponding EPM increase or decrease monotonically as

the number of the equivalence symbol decreases or

increases. Similarly, when the number of the equivalence

symbol keeps unchangeable, the sum of the EPMEs in the

corresponding EPM increases or decreases monotonically

as the position of the equivalence symbol goes backward or

forward. Hence, in this paper, we take the sum of the

EPMEs in the corresponding EPM as the main component

during the establishment of information energy. In the

original formula of information energy (Taheri and Azizi

2007), ie 0ð Þ ¼ ie 1ð Þ ¼ 1 and ie 1
2

� �
¼ 0, which is not

monotonically increasing or decreasing. Hence, we just use

the half part of the formula in the conventional method, i.e.

we let ie 1ð Þ ¼ 1 and ie 1
2

� �
¼ 0. Correspondingly, for a

LOR that contains n alternatives and the relationships

between each alternative are all confirmed, i.e. if all the

Fig. 2 The comparison of the two conversion-based methods
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alternatives are linked by the symbol ‘‘�’’, its corre-

sponding information energy is 1; if the alternatives in a

LOR are all linked by the symbol ‘‘ * ’’, the corre-

sponding information energy is 0.

To guarantee the above assumptions, the linear mapping

is utilized to derive the information energy of the LOR. For

n alternatives, the two extreme situations should satisfy the

following conditions:

(1) if all the n alternatives are linked by ‘‘�’’, then

sum oj
� �

¼
Pn

i¼1 pi;j ¼
n nþ1ð Þ

2
! 1;

(2) if all the n alternatives are linked by ‘‘ * ’’, then

sum oj
� �

¼
Pn

i¼1 pi;j ¼ n ! 0:5;

Then we can obtain the following formula:

IEj ¼ 2
sum oj

� �
� n

n n� 1ð Þ þ 1

2

 �2

þ 1

2
�
sum oj

� �
� n

n n� 1ð Þ

 �2
 !

� 1

¼ 4
sum oj

� �
� n

n n� 1ð Þ

 �2

ð4Þ

where IEj denotes the information energy for LOR oj,

sum(oj) denotes the sum of the EPMEs in the corre-

sponding EPM, pi,j denotes the EPMEs of the alternative Ai

in LOR oj and n denotes the number of the alternatives.

The information energy of LOR has the following

properties:

(1) 0
 IEj 
 1;

(2) If all the alternatives in a LOR are linked by ‘‘�’’,

then IEj = 1;

(3) If all the alternatives in a LOR are linked by ‘‘ * ’’,

then IEj = 0;

(4) In a LOR, if the number of alternatives is fixed, then,

as the number of the equivalence symbols increases

and the positions of them go forward, the value of the

information energy tends to decrease generally.

Proof

(1) From Eq. (4), when
sum ojð Þ�n

n n�1ð Þ � 0, the value of

information energy increases with the value of

sum ojð Þ�n

n n�1ð Þ increases. Based on the quantitative fea-

tures of the EPM, it is easy to know that the biggest

value for
sum ojð Þ�n

n n�1ð Þ is 0.5 and the smallest value is 0.

Hence, we can find that 0
 IEj 
 1.

(2) If all the alternatives in a LOR are linked by ‘‘�’’, we

can get that sum oj
� �

¼ n nþ1ð Þ
2

� �
, and then IEj = 1.

(3) If all the alternatives in a LOR are linked by ‘‘ * ’’,

we can get that sum oj
� �

¼ n, and then IEj = 0.

(4) With the quantitative features of EPM, it is easy to

find that when the number of alternatives in a LOR is

fixed, as the number of the equivalence symbols

increases and the positions of them go forward, the

maximum value of the corresponding EPM

decreases; meanwhile, the sum of the elements in

the corresponding EPM decreases. Then, the value of

information energy tends to decrease generally.

Fig. 3 The qualitative relationship among the five variates
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From Eq. (4), we can obtain Fig. 4, in which (a)-(g)

correspond to the values of information energy of the

LORs containing 3–9 alternatives, respectively. In each

chart, the vertical axis denotes the value of information

energy, and the horizontal axis denotes the serial number of

the LORs. Generally, the greater the serial number, the

more the equivalence symbols. The points that are in the

same colours correspond to the LORs that have the same

number of the symbol ‘‘ * ’’, in which the greater the

serial number, the more forward the positions of them. In

the figures, it presents a trend that when the number of the

alternatives in a LOR is fixed, as the number of equiva-

lence symbols increases and their positions become more

forward, the value of information energy decreases with

fluctuations. The fluctuations are mainly resulted from the

change of the position of the equivalence symbol. For

example, in Fig. 4d (the number of alternatives is 6), the

corresponding LORs for the four points A, B, C and D are:

A1 �A2�A3�A4�A5 �A6;A1�A2�A3 �A4 �A5�A6 and

A1 �A2 �A3�A4�A5�A6;A1�A2�A3 �A4 �A5 �A6. For

A and B, the number of the equivalence symbols is the

same, but the different equivalence symbols’ positions

result in that sum oBð Þ[ sum oAð Þ, and then IEB [ IEA. For

C and D, although the number of equivalence symbols in C

is less than those in D, the equivalence symbols in D are all

located in the positions in the back and the equivalence

symbols in C are in the front relatively. Therefore,

IED [ IEC.

3.3 The conversion method combining
with prospect theory

After calculating the information energy of LOR, the pri-

mary interval index is determined. Then, to explore the

decision-making behaviours of the DMs under risks, the

conversion-based aggregation process combined with pro-

spect theory can be conducted.

Firstly, the primary upper bound can be derived by

Eq. (5):

ui;j ¼ 1� pi;j � 1

maxPj
ð5Þ

where ui,j denotes the primary upper bound for the alter-

native Ai based on the LOR provided by the jth DM, pi,j
denotes the EPME in the EPM Pj and maxPj is the maxi-

mum value in the EPM Pj.

Then, the primary values of the upper bounds and the

interval index should be processed by the functions in the

prospect theory. Before this step, the reference point should

be determined, so that the gains and losses can be distin-

guished. In many existing studies, the reference point is

usually fixed (Peng and Yang 2017; Zhang et al. 2017; Liu

and Zhang 2021). In this paper, the value of the reference

point is not specified but determined by DMs themselves,

which is shown in Eq. (6).

RPj ¼ 1�
g�maxPj þ 1� gð Þ �minPj

� �
� 1

maxPj
ð6Þ

where RPj denotes the reference point of the jth LOR,

maxPj is the maximum value in the EPM Pj, minPj is the

minimum value in the EPM Pj, g is the reference point

index and 0
 g
 1.

Then, the upper bounds of the IUVs for all the alter-

natives can be derived as follows:

Ui;j ¼
UG

i;j ¼ ui;j � RPj

� �a
; ui;j �RPj

UL
i;j ¼ �k RPj � ui;j

� �b
; ui;j\RPj

(

ð7Þ

where Ui,j is the upper bound for the IUV of the alternative

Ai in the LOR oj, U
G
i;j denotes the upper bound of the IUV

of the alternative Ai that belongs to the gains in the LOR oj
and UL

i;j denotes the upper bound of the IUV of the alter-

native Ai that belongs to the losses in the LOR oj.

Afterwards, the interval index can be derived through

the weight function in the prospect theory.

qi;j ¼

IEc
j

½IEc
j þ ð1� IEjÞc	1=c

; ui;j �RPj

IEd
j

½IEd
j þ ð1� IEjÞd	1=d

; ui;j\RPj

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð8Þ

where qi,j denotes the interval index for the IUV of the

alternative Ai in the LOR oj and IEj denotes the information

energy of the LOR oj.

Then, the lower bound can be determined as shown in

Eqs. (9)-(10):

Li;j ¼
Ui;j � qi;j � di;j; ui;j 6¼ RPj
0; ui;j ¼ RPj



ð9Þ

di;j ¼

1

maxPj
; pi;j ¼ maxPj

Ui;j; pi;j ¼ g�maxPj þ 1� gð Þ �minPj

� �� �
� 1

0; pi;j ¼ g�maxPj þ 1� gð Þ �minPj

� �

Ui;j � Uk;j; otherwise

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð10Þ

where Li,j is the lower bound of the IUV for the alternative

Ai in the LOR oj, di,j denotes the distance between the

alternative Ai and the alternative that ranks behind it,

g�maxPj þ 1� gð Þ �minPj

� �� �
is the minimum integer

that is larger or equal to g�maxPj þ 1� gð Þ �minPj

� �

and Uk,j is the upper bound of the IUV for the alternative

whose EPME satisfies that pk;j ¼ pi;j þ 1.

After deriving the upper bounds and lower bounds of the

IUVs for all the alternatives in each LOR, we can follow
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Fig. 4 The charts of information energy for the LORs with 3–9 alternatives
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the classic aggregation operator for interval values to

derive the collective IUVs for each alternative.

UC
i ¼

Pm
j¼1 xj � Ui;j

LCi ¼
Pm

j¼1 xj � Li;j

(

ð11Þ

where UC
i denotes the upper bound of the collective IUV

for the alternative Ai, xj is the weight of the DM Ej and LCi
denotes the lower bound of the collective IUV for the

alternative Ai.

Then, the preference degree of each alternative can be

calculated as follows:

PD Ai�Akð Þ ¼
max 0;UC

i � LCk
� �

�max 0; LCi � UC
k

� �

UC
i � LCið Þ þ UC

k � LCk
� � ;

k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n

ð12Þ

where PD Ai�Akð Þ denotes the degree of the alternative Ai

better than the alternative Ak.

Then, the score of each alternative can be calculated and

the final aggregated rank can be obtained:

Si ¼
Xn

k¼1

PD Ai�Akð Þ ð13Þ

where Si is the score of the alternative Ai, and the larger the

score, the better the alternative Ai.

Figure 5 outlines the framework of the proposed

method, which is divided into five parts:

(1) The information collection process: we collect the

LOR information from different DMs;

(2) The primary transformation process: the LORs will

be transformed into EPMs to support the further

calculation, so that the value of information energy

for each LOR and the primary values of upper

bounds for all the alternatives in each LOR can be

derived based on Eqs. (4)-(5);

(3) The prospect theory-combined conversion process:

the value function and the weighting function in the

prospect theory will be utilized to convert EPMs into

IUVs based on Eqs. (6)-(11);

(4) The scores derivation process: calculating the scores

of alternatives based on Eq. (12);

(5) The aggregation LOR derivation process: deriving

the final ranking based on the scores.

4 Illustrations

The outbreak of the COVID-19 definitely brings huge

disaster to human society (Karabag 2020). The economic

damages caused by COVID-19 have spread widely; pri-

mary sectors (including agriculture, petroleum and oil),

second sectors (including manufacturing industry) and

tertiary sector (including education, finance, health care

and the pharmaceutical industry, hospitality, tourism and

aviation, real estate and housing sector, information tech-

nology, media, research and development, food sector) are

all influenced by it terribly (Nicola et al. 2020). As the

pandemic continues to spread, the negative effects caused

by it will last and exacerbate (Gupta et al. 2020). Many

countries are trying to eliminate the economic impacts of

COVID-19 as much as possible through different monetary

or fiscal policies (Nicola et al. 2020). Under such situation,

financial market is facing huge challenge. In the illustration

part, we put the new method in the problem of detecting

consumers’ preferences among the common financial

Fig. 5 The framework of the new method
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products, i.e. deposit, gold, fund, stock, national debt,

bond, foreign exchange, insurance and peer-to-peer lending

(P2P), to present the usage of the method. Then, the dis-

cussions about the method are presented from two per-

spectives, i.e. comparative analysis and sensitive analysis.

Besides, in order to further present the features of the

method, simulation experiments are also conducted.

4.1 Numerical example

In this part, we collect the LOR information that reflects

the preferences among the nine common financial products

from 15 DMs. Their basic information, including gender

composition, age composition and job composition, is

shown in Fig. 6.

The LOR information they provided is shown in

Table 1; meanwhile, the corresponding EPMs and infor-

mation energy are calculated.

Then, referring to Eq. (5), the primary upper bounds for

all the alternatives in each LOR can be calculated, which

are shown in Table 2.

Then, in order to proceed to the value function and the

weighting function in the conversion process, we need to

determine the reference point for each LOR. In the

numerical example, we let the reference point index for

each LOR be equal to 0.5. Hence, the upper bounds pro-

cessed by the value function can be derived (see Table 3),

in which a = b = 0.88 (Tversky and Kahneman 1992).

Similarly, the corresponding interval index can be

determined, and the results are shown in Table 4 (we let

c = 0.61, d = 0.69 (Tversky and Kahneman 1992)).

After obtaining the upper bounds and the interval index,

the lower bounds of the alternatives can be calculated

through Eqs. (9)-(10) (see Table 5).

Based on the results in Tables 3 and 5, we can obtain the

collective upper bounds and the collective lower bounds

for all the alternatives (considering that the weights of DMs

have influences on the final results but we mainly focus on

the prospect theory combination process in this paper, we

let the DMs have the same weight). The collective IUV of

each alternative is: IUV1 ¼ ½0:2113; 0:2945	, IUV2 ¼
½�0:0794; 0:0233	; IUV3 ¼ ½0:1151; 0:2227	; IUV4 ¼
½�0:4391;�0:3150	; IUV5 ¼ ½�0:0400; 0:0597	, IUV6 ¼
½�0:2712;�0:1682	; IUV7 ¼ ½�0:4836;�0:3424	; IUV8 ¼
½�0:3312;�0:2035	; IUV9 ¼ ½�0:9816;�0:9014	.

Then, we can obtain the score of each alternative:

S1 = 7.9403, S2 = 5.3127, S3 = 7.0597, S4 = 1.6998,

S5 = 5.6873, S6 = 3.7065, S7 = 1.3645, S8 = 3.2291,

S9 = 0.

Finally, the aggregated result of the 15 LORs is:

A1�A3�A5�A2�A6�A8�A4�A7�A9. That is to say, the

deposit is the most preferred financial product among these

15 financial products, even if its interest is relatively low.

The second most preferred financial product is bond, fol-

lowed by national debt. The stock, foreign exchange and

P2P are less preferred, especially the P2P. From the

aggregated result, we can see that the DMs prefer the

financial products with high stability and relatively low risk

under the impact of COVID-19, although it means the

interest is relatively low. To the 15 participants, the phe-

nomenon that foreign exchange is not popular can be

understood under the impact of the epidemic. Besides, P2P

has been controversial for a long time in China, and there

are lots of issues on P2P. Therefore, during the pandemic, it

is also difficult for consumers to invest in P2P. In this case,

for the financial institutions, how to adapt to the new

conditions, help consumers make profits, and stimulate the

energy of market are worthy of in-depth thinking.

4.2 Discussions

In this subsection, we firstly compare the proposed method

with some existing methods that have been proven to be

effective in aggregating LOR information. In this part, in

Fig. 6 The basic information of the DMs
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order to control variables, DMs are assigned the same

weight. Then, based on the data in the numerical example,

we test the influence of the coefficients in the value func-

tion and the weight function, respectively.

4.2.1 Comparative analysis

For the numerical example in 4.1, the comparisons are

mainly carried out through the following aspects:

(1) The Borda method (Borda 1781): the score of each

alternative can be calculated by Eq. (14):

SBi ¼
Xn

j¼1

pi;j ð14Þ

where SBi denotes the score of the alternative Ai and

pi,j is the EPME of the alternative Ai in LOR oj. In

this method, the less the score, the better the

alternative.

(2) The method proposed by Chiclana et al. (1998): this

method transforms rankings to utility values of

alternatives by the formula

UChiclana
i;j ¼ maxPj � pij

maxPj � 1
ð15Þ

where UChiclana
i;j denotes the utility value of the

alternative Ai in the LOR oj.

Then, the collective utility values of the alterna-

tives can be obtained through Eq. (16).

Table 1 The LORs provided by

DMs and their corresponding

EPMs and information energy

DMs LOR EPM IE

E1 A3�A1 �A8�A2 �A4�A6�A5 �A7 �A9 2; 3; 1; 3; 5; 4; 5; 2; 5½ 	 0.3403

E2 A1�A8�A2 �A3�A5�A6�A7�A4�A9 1; 3; 3; 7; 4; 5; 6; 2; 8½ 	 0.6944

E3 A1�A8�A5�A3�A4�A6�A2�A7�A9 1; 7; 4; 5; 3; 6; 8; 2; 9½ 	 1.0000

E4 A1�A2�A5�A4 �A8�A3�A7�A6�A9 1; 2; 5; 4; 3; 7; 6; 4; 8½ 	 0.7415

E5 A1�A2�A3�A5�A6�A8�A7�A4�A9 1; 2; 3; 8; 4; 5; 7; 6; 9½ 	 1.0000

E6 A3�A7�A8�A2�A6�A5�A4�A1�A9 8; 4; 1; 7; 6; 5; 2; 3; 9½ 	 1.0000

E7 A1 �A5�A2�A3�A4�A7�A6�A8�A9 1; 2; 3; 4; 1; 6; 5; 7; 8½ 	 0.6049

E8 A1�A3�A8�A2�A9�A6�A5�A7�A4 1; 4; 2; 9; 7; 6; 8; 3; 5½ 	 1.0000

E9 A1�A3�A2 �A4 �A5 �A6 �A7�A9�A8 1; 3; 2; 3; 3; 3; 3; 5; 4½ 	 0.2500

E10 A1 �A3 �A4�A2�A5�A6�A7 �A8�A9 1; 2; 1; 1; 3; 4; 5; 5; 6½ 	 0.2785

E11 A3�A1�A5�A7�A6�A4�A2�A8�A9 2; 7; 1; 6; 3; 5; 4; 8; 9½ 	 1.0000

E12 A5�A1 �A3�A6�A2 �A7�A8�A4�A9 2; 4; 2; 6; 1; 3; 4; 5; 7½ 	 0.4823

E13 A2�A5�A6�A7�A1�A3�A4�A8�A9 5; 1; 6; 7; 2; 3; 4; 8; 9½ 	 1.0000

E14 A1�A5�A8�A3�A6�A4�A7�A2�A9 1; 8; 4; 6; 2; 5; 7; 3; 9½ 	 1.0000

E15 A1 �A5 �A8 �A3 �A4 �A6 �A7 �A9 �A2 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1½ 	 0

Table 2 The primary upper

bounds for all the alternatives in

each LOR

LOR A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

o1 0.8000 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.2000 0.4000 0.2000 0.8000 0.2000

o2 1.0000 0.7500 0.7500 0.2500 0.6250 0.5000 0.3750 0.8750 0.1250

o3 1.0000 0.3333 0.6667 0.5556 0.7778 0.4444 0.2222 0.8889 0.1111

o4 1.0000 0.8750 0.5000 0.6250 0.7500 0.2500 0.3750 0.6250 0.1250

o5 1.0000 0.8889 0.7778 0.2222 0.6667 0.5556 0.3333 0.4444 0.1111

o6 0.2222 0.6667 1.0000 0.3333 0.4444 0.5556 0.8889 0.7778 0.1111

o7 1.0000 0.8750 0.7500 0.6250 1.0000 0.3750 0.5000 0.2500 0.1250

o8 1.0000 0.6667 0.8889 0.1111 0.3333 0.4444 0.2222 0.7778 0.5556

o9 1.0000 0.6000 0.8000 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 0.2000 0.4000

o10 1.0000 0.83333 1.0000 1.0000 0.6667 0.5000 0.3333 0.3333 0.1667

o11 0.8889 0.3333 1.0000 0.4444 0.7778 0.5556 0.6667 0.2222 0.1111

o12 0.8571 0.5714 0.8571 0.2857 1.0000 0.7143 0.5714 0.4286 0.1429

o13 0.5556 1.0000 0.4444 0.3333 0.8889 0.7778 0.6667 0.2222 0.1111

o14 1.0000 0.2222 0.6667 0.4444 0.8889 0.5556 0.3333 0.7778 0.1111

o15 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
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UChiclana
i;c ¼

Xm

j¼1

xjU
Chiclana
i;j ð16Þ

where UChiclana
i;c denotes the collective utility value of

the alternative Ai, xj denotes the weight of the expert

Ej, and
Pm

j¼1 xj ¼ 1. The larger the collective utility

value, the better the alternative.

(3) The Wang et al.’s method (Wang et al. 2005): this

method transforms rankings into IUVs for each

alternative by the core model as follows:

Table 3 The upper bounds processed by the value function

LOR A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

o1 0.2426 0.0000 0.4465 0.0000 - 1.0046 - 0.5459 - 1.0046 0.2426 - 1.0046

o2 0.4831 0.2292 0.2292 - 0.8084 0.0872 - 0.1961 - 0.5157 0.3593 - 1.0870

o3 0.4899 - 0.5989 0.1446 0.0000 0.2662 - 0.3254 - 0.8557 0.3803 - 1.1022

o4 0.4831 0.3593 - 0.1961 0.0872 0.2292 - 0.8084 - 0.5157 0.0872 - 1.0870

o5 0.4899 0.3803 0.2662 - 0.8557 0.1446 0.0000 - 0.5989 - 0.3254 - 1.1022

o6 - 0.8557 0.1446 0.4899 - 0.5989 - 0.3254 0.0000 0.3803 0.2662 - 1.1022

o7 0.4831 0.3593 0.2292 0.0872 0.4831 - 0.5157 - 0.1961 - 0.8084 - 1.0870

o8 0.4899 0.1446 0.3803 - 1.1022 - 0.5989 - 0.3254 - 0.8557 0.2662 0.0000

o9 0.4465 0.0000 0.2426 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 - 1.0046 - 0.5459

o10 0.4628 0.2952 0.4628 0.4628 0.1123 - 0.2526 - 0.6643 - 0.6643 - 1.0413

o11 0.3803 - 0.5989 0.4899 - 0.3254 0.2662 0.0000 0.1446 - 0.8557 - 1.1022

o12 0.3321 0.0000 0.3321 - 0.7471 0.4744 0.1804 0.0000 - 0.4060 - 1.0675

o13 0.0000 0.4899 - 0.3254 - 0.5989 0.3803 0.2662 0.1446 - 0.8557 - 1.1022

o14 0.4899 - 0.8557 0.1446 - 0.3254 0.3803 0.0000 - 0.5989 0.2662 - 1.1022

o15 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Table 4 The interval index of

all the alternatives for each LOR
LOR A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

o1 0.3396 0.3396 0.3396 0.3396 0.3538 0.3538 0.3538 0.3396 0.3538

o2 0.5302 0.5302 0.5302 0.5837 0.5302 0.5837 0.5837 0.5302 0.5837

o3 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

o4 0.5621 0.5621 0.6196 0.5621 0.5621 0.6196 0.6196 0.5621 0.6196

o5 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

o6 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

o7 0.4766 0.4766 0.4766 0.4766 0.4766 0.5214 0.5214 0.5214 0.5214

o8 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

o9 0.2907 0.2907 0.2907 0.2907 0.2907 0.2907 0.2907 0.2935 0.2935

o10 0.3067 0.3067 0.3067 0.3067 0.3067 0.3132 0.3132 0.3132 0.3132

o11 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

o12 0.4116 0.4116 0.4116 0.4429 0.4116 0.4116 0.4116 0.4429 0.4429

o13 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

o14 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

o15 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

ðM1Þ min =max z1 ¼ ui;j
s.t: ur kð Þ;j � ur kþ1ð Þ;j � f; if ur kð Þ;j�ur kþ1ð Þ;j k 2 1; n½ 	;

ur kð Þ;j � ur kþ1ð Þ;j ¼ f; if ur kð Þ;j � ur kþ1ð Þ;j k 2 1; n½ 	Pn
i¼1 ui;j ¼ 1;

ui;j � 0 i 2 1; n½ 	
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where ui,j denotes the utility values of the alterna-

tives, k denotes the sequence positions of the LOR

from the best to worst, r(k) corresponds to the

subscript of the alternative that is ranked at the kth

position in the sequence, obviously ur kð Þ;j and

ur kþ1ð Þ;j are adjacent in the sequence and f is the

threshold that satisfies 0
 f
 2
n n�1ð Þ (in this paper,

we let f ¼ 2
n n�1ð Þ). The minimum and maximum

values derived from the model will become the lower

bounds and the upper bounds of the IUVs for the

alternatives, respectively.

(4) The conversion-based algorithms proposed by Liu

et al. (2021): the basic structure of the first algorithm

in their study is similar to the method in this paper.

The core of the first conversion algorithm is the

model shown as follows:

ðM2Þ min z2 ¼
Pm

j¼1

Pn

i¼1

ULiu
i;j � ULiu

i;c

� �2
þ LLiui;j � LLiui;c

� �2� �

s.t:
0
 qLiuj 
 1

where ULiu
i;j is the upper bounds of the IUV for the

alternative Ai in the LOR oj, U
Liu
i;c denotes the upper

bound of the collective IUV for the alternative Ai,

LLiui;j LLiui;j ¼ ULiu
i;j � qLiuj � 1

maxPj

� �
denotes the lower

bounds of the IUV for the alternative Ai in the LOR

oj and LLiui;c denotes the lower bound of the collective

IUV for the alternative Ai. Besides, the ways to

calculate ULiu
i;c and LLiui;c in Ref. (Liu et al. 2021) are

the same with the ways in this paper. After deriving

ULiu
i;c and LLiui;c , the scores for the alternatives can be

calculated through Eq. 2. (12)-(13).

The aggregated results of these five different methods

are shown in Table 6, in which the similarity rate between

the results derived from the above five methods and the

result obtained by the proposed method is calculated

through Eq. (17).

Similarity rate ¼
2
Pn

i¼1;i\k uik

n n� 1ð Þ ð17Þ

where n is the number of the alternative and uik is a 0–1

variation and it satisfies:

From Table 6, we can conclude that: (1) all of these

methods choose A1, i.e. the deposit, as the best alternative,

and in the most results, the top four choices are the same.

From this perspective, we can see that the proposed method

in this paper is relatively reasonable and reliable. (2) The

Table 5 The lower bounds of the alternatives

LOR A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

o1 0.1602 0.0000 0.3773 0.0000 - 1.0754 - 0.7082 - 1.0754 0.1602 - 1.0754

o2 0.4175 0.1539 0.1539 - 0.9673 0.0410 - 0.3826 - 0.6865 0.2903 - 1.1537

o3 0.3803 - 0.8557 0.0000 0.0000 0.1446 - 0.5989 - 1.1022 0.2662 - 1.2133

o4 0.4135 0.2862 - 0.3924 0.0382 0.1446 - 0.9810 - 0.6971 0.0382 - 1.1645

o5 0.3803 0.2662 0.1446 - 1.1022 0.0000 0.0000 - 0.8557 - 0.5989 - 1.2133

o6 - 1.1022 0.0000 0.3803 - 0.8557 - 0.5989 0.0000 0.2662 0.1446 - 1.2133

o7 0.4241 0.2973 0.1615 0.0456 0.4241 - 0.6683 - 0.3627 - 0.9504 - 1.1459

o8 0.3803 0.0000 0.2662 - 1.2133 - 0.8557 - 0.5989 - 1.1022 0.1446 0.0000

o9 0.3872 0.0000 0.1721 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 - 1.0633 - 0.6805

o10 0.4114 0.2391 0.4114 0.4114 0.0779 - 0.3815 - 0.7824 - 0.7824 - 1.0936

o11 0.2662 - 0.8557 0.3803 - 0.5989 0.1446 0.0000 0.0000 - 1.1022 - 1.2133

o12 0.2697 0.0000 0.2697 - 0.8890 0.4158 0.1062 0.0000 - 0.5571 - 1.1308

o13 0.0000 0.3803 - 0.5989 - 0.8557 0.2662 0.1446 0.0000 - 1.1022 - 1.2133

o14 0.3803 - 1.1022 0.0000 - 0.5989 0.2662 0.0000 - 0.8557 0.1446 - 1.2133

o15 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

uik ¼
1 if the relationship between Ai and Ak derived from the two methods are the same

0 otherwise



:
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similarity rates of the results are derived from the method

proposed by Chiclana et al. (1998), and the first method

proposed by Liu et al. (2021) is up to 97.22%, and the only

one difference exists on the relationship between A6 and

A8. The aggregated LOR derived from Borda method also

has relatively high similarity rate (94.44%) with the

aggregated result by the proposed method, and the main

differences are reflected in the relationships between A6

and A8, and A4 and A7. The result derived from Wang

et al.’s method (Wang et al. 2005) has a relatively low

similarity rate (83.33%.) with the result by the proposed

method. By the proposed method, A3 is better than A5, A2,

A6 and A8, while in Wang et al.’s method (Wang et al.

2005), the result is the opposite. From M-1, we can see that

the model derives the upper bounds and the lower bounds

through calculating the maximum and minimum values of

the variables in the model, respectively. The dispersion

degrees of the lengths of the IUVs derived from the Wang

et al.’s method are larger than those derived from the

proposed method (see Table 7, which shows the standard

deviation of the interval lengths of the IUVs derived from

the two methods). That is to say, the IUVs derived from the

Wang et al.’s method may contain some redundant infor-

mation to influence the accuracy of the result.

Then, we measure the consistency ratio between the

individuals’ LORs and the five aggregated LORs by:

CR Ai;Akð Þ ¼
P15

j¼1 /ik;j

15
ð18Þ

where CR Ai;Akð Þ denotes the consistency ratio on the pair

of alternative Ai and Ak and /ik,j is also a 0–1 variable,

which satisfies the condition:

/ik;j ¼
1 if the relationship between Ai and Ak in oj

is the same to that in the aggregated LOR

0 otherwise

8
<

:
:

The detailed situations are shown in Fig. 7, in which the

lines 1–5 denote the Borda method (Borda 1781), the

method proposed by Chiclana et al. (1998), Wang et al.’s

method (2005), the first method proposed by Liu et al.

(2021), and the proposed method in this paper, respec-

tively. From the figure, we can see that the consistency

ratio of Wang et al.’s method has relatively more fluctua-

tions, especially on the relationships between A2 and A3, A3

and A5, A3 and A6, A3 and A8. The consistency ratios

between the individuals’ LORs and the aggregated LORs

in the other five methods are similar to each other, which

shows that although the different methods have their own

features, their results are relatively consistent. From this

point, we can see that the proposed method has good

rationality and reliability.

Further, the collective IUVs or utility values of the

alternatives derived from the four methods, i.e. the method

proposed by Chiclana et al. (1998) (signs in magenta),

Wang et al.’s method (Wang et al. 2005) (signs in green),

the method proposed by Liu et al. (2021) (signs in black)

and the proposed method in this paper (signs in red), are

shown in Fig. 8. In the figure, the vertical axis denotes the

values of the IUVs or utility values and the horizontal axis

denotes the different alternatives, where the interval from 1

to 2 corresponds to A1, the interval from 2 to 3 corresponds

to A2 and the rest can be done in the same manner.

We can firstly see that the trend of the collective IUVs

or utility values derived from these methods is similar. In

addition, only the collective IUVs derived from the pro-

posed method have values that less than 0. Investigating

the features of the prospect theory that DMs are usually

more sensitive to losses than gains, the IUV of the best

alternative is closer to 0 than the IUV of the worst alter-

native. From this perspective, the proposed method not

only has rationality and accuracy, but also reflects the

features of the DMs’ decision-making behaviours.

Table 6 The aggregated results

derived from the above four

methods and the numerical

example

Method no Aggregated LOR Similarity rate (%)

(1) A1�A3�A5�A2�A8�A6�A7�A4�A9 94.44

(2) A1�A3�A5�A2�A8�A6�A4�A7�A9 97.22

(3) A1�A5�A2�A8�A6�A3�A7�A4�A9 83.33

(4) A1�A3�A5�A2�A8�A6�A4�A7�A9 97.22

The new method A1�A3�A5�A2�A6�A8�A4�A7�A9 /

Table 7 The coefficient of

variation of the interval length

of the IUVs for the alternatives

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

Wang et al.’s method 1.8187 1.4137 2.1815 1.6282 1.6080 1.5353 1.4934 1.9216 1.5830

The proposed method 0.5749 0.8697 0.5945 0.8728 0.7765 0.9423 0.6285 0.5838 0.4883
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4.2.2 Sensitive analysis

Since there are some uncertain coefficients in the proposed

method, i.e. the reference point index g, and a, b, k, c and d
in the value function and weighting function, we conduct

the sensitive analysis to explore how the change of the

coefficients influences the final scores of the alternatives. In

Fig. 9, the figures a–f denote the analysis results of g, a, b,
k, c and d, respectively. The horizontal axis denotes the

range of the coefficients, where g changes from 0 to 1, a
changes from 0.68 to 1.21 (Tian 2019), b changes from

0.68 to 1.02(Tian 2019), k changes from 1.25 to 2.25 (Tian

2019), c changes from 0.55 to 0.721 (Tian 2019), d changes
from 0.36 to 0.84 (Tian 2019), and they all change with the

step width 0.001. The vertical axis denotes the scores of the

nine alternatives.

In Fig. 9a, we can see that the change of g does not have

obvious impact on the scores of A1, A2, A3, A5 and A9.

Although g changes, their scores just fluctuate in a very

small range, and the final ranking of them remains

unchanged. However, as the index g changes, especially g
increases from 0 to around 0.4 and increases from around

0.7 to 0.8, and the gap between the scores of A4 and A7

becomes close. When g changes from around 0.4 to 0.75,

their difference becomes more obvious. In addition, the

change of g has some remarkable effects on the scores of

A6 and A8. When the value of g is around 0.5 and 0.85, the

relationship between A6 and A8 changes.

Fig. 7 The consistency ratio between the individuals’ LORs and the five aggregated LORs

Fig. 8 The IUVs of the

alternatives derived from the

five different methods
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From Fig. 9b, c, we can see that the changes of a and b
have little effect on the scores of the alternatives, but the

aggregated LOR remain unchanged. As the value of b
changes, only the difference between the scores of A4 and

A7 shows a certain decreasing trend. When a changes, the

difference between the scores of A4 and A7 increases. In

addition, as a changes from 0.68 to 1.21, the difference of

the scores between A6 and A8 has a significant increasing

trend. From this perspective, the changes of a and b mainly

have effects on the scores of A4, A7, A6 and A8.

When the value of k changes within the interval, most of

the scores of the alternatives are not influenced, and the

relationship between A6 and A8 is affected obviously. From

Fig. 9d, when k is around 1.4, the ranking changes, and as

the value of k increases more, the difference of the scores

between A6 and A8 tends to be more obvious. From Fig. 9e,

f, it can be seen that the scores of the alternatives change

much merely as the change of c and d.
Overall, the change of c and d influences the final

aggregated results least. The change of a and b has a

certain influence on the scores of alternatives, but they do

not affect the final aggregated LOR. The change of k also

has certain impact on the scores of the alternatives, espe-

cially A6 and A8. The change of g has the most significant

impact on the scores of the alternatives. The score of each

alternative is affected to a certain extent, and the ranking

relationship between A6 and A8 is influenced the most

obviously. We can find that A6 and A8 are ranked at the

opposite parts of gains and losses in most of the evaluations

from the DMs, and A8 is ranked at the last position and the

second from the bottom in some evaluations. Therefore, we

infer that it is the reason that the ranking relationship

between A6 and A8 is influenced the most obviously. From

this perspective, we can see how significant that the change

of reference point will affect the final result, and how

important to choose the reference point.

4.3 Simulation experiment

Based on the sensitive analysis, we find that the change of

reference point has relatively obvious impact on the scores

of the alternatives. Therefore, we firstly design a simulation

test to investigate the impact of the reference point index

on the scores of alternatives. Then, considering that one of

the prominent features of the proposed method is the

combination with prospect theory, we also design a simu-

lation experiment to investigate the difference between the

method that removes the prospect theory and the proposed

method in this paper.

bFig. 9 The sensitivity analysis of the coefficients

Table 8 The average abstract differences between the scores derived from these two methods

S11 � S21j j S12 � S22j j S13 � S23j j S14 � S24j j S15 � S25j j S16 � S26j j S17 � S27j j S18 � S28j j S19 � S29j j

0.3963 0.3985 0.4079 0.3867 0.3946 0.4058 0.4019 0.4183 0.4125

Fig. 10 The statistic features of the simulation test
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4.3.1 The simulation about reference point

In this simulation test, we let the number of the alternative

be 9, and the EPMs of the LORs can be confirmed. Then,

we use the software Matlab to generate all the possible

EPMs to be the basis for the further calculation. In each

round, we pick 15 EPMs randomly, and let the reference

point index change from 0 to 1 with the step width 0.001.

That is to say, in each round, the 15 EPMs selected ran-

domly will be utilized 1001 times. In order to make the

further charting process more convenient, we set the

number of the total round to be 1001. That is to say, we

will generate the 15 EPMs 1001 times, and in each time,

the corresponding 15 EPMs will be used 1001 times. The

horizontal axis denotes the change of g, i.e. g changes from

0 to 1 with the step width 0.001. The vertical axis in

Fig. 10a denotes the average value of the scores for the

nine alternatives in the 1001 random extraction test, and

the vertical axis in Fig. 10b denotes the standard variation

of the scores for the nine alternatives in the 1001 random

extraction test.

Figure 10 shows the statistic features of the results in the

simulation test. In order to investigate the influence of the

reference point, we firstly let the value of reference point

index remain unchanged and calculate the average score

and the standard deviation of each alternative based on the

results of the 1001 rounds. Figure 10a shows the situations

of the average score, in which the horizontal axis denotes

the 1001 times that the reference point index g changes

from 0 to 1 with the step width 0.001, and the vertical axis

denotes the average score of each alternative. Figure 10b

shows the situations of the standard deviation, in which the

horizontal axis denotes the 1001 times that the reference

point index g changes from 0 to 1 with the step width

0.001, and the vertical axis denotes the standard deviation

of the score of each alternative.

From the figures, we can see that as the change of g, and
the average scores mainly distribute within the interval

[4.3, 4.75]. The average scores of the alternatives have tiny

fluctuations, in which the average scores of most alterna-

tives are relatively stable. Only the average score of A8

presents the increasing trend. In addition, from the varia-

tion of standard deviations of the alternatives, the fluctua-

tions have the similar trends, and as the value of g changes

from 0 to 1, the standard deviations also have decreasing

trend; especially when g is going to 0, the standard devi-

ations decrease precipitously. The values of the standard

deviations all distribute in the interval [2.3, 2.55]. From

this perspective, the change of the reference point defi-

nitely has certain impact on the scores of the alternatives,

but its impact on the scores of the alternatives seems have

the similar effectiveness, so that do not change the final

aggregated ranking to a large extent.

4.3.2 The simulation about the prospect theory process

Similarly, in the simulation test of this part, we also set the

number of the alternative to be 9 and use the software

Fig. 11 The boxplots of the

scores derived from the two

methods
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Matlab to generate the basic database, i.e., all the possible

EPMs. Then, we let the experiment run 1000 times; in each

time, the final scores of the alternatives will be calculated

through the proposed method in this paper and the method

removing the prospect theory process, respectively.

The data in Table 8 show the average abstract differ-

ences between the scores derived from these two methods,

from which we can also see that the differences of the

results derived from these two methods are not large.

In order to investigate the quantitative features of the

results, the boxplots of the scores are shown in Fig. 11, in

which the boxplots odd-numbered denote the scores of the

alternative A1 to the alternative A9 based on the proposed

method, and the boxplots even-numbered denote the scores

of the alternative A1 to the alternative A9 based on the

method without prospect theory.

From Fig. 11, we can see that the minimum values,

medians and maximum values of the results derived from

these two methods are close. Besides, from the positions of

the different quantiles, the fluctuation degree of the results

derived from the proposed method is little larger than the

results derived from the method without the prospect the-

ory. Considering the features of the prospect theory, we

infer that it is because the alternatives are divided into two

parts, i.e. gains and losses, and it holds the view that DMs

are more sensitive to the losses than gains. From this per-

spective, although the method without the prospect theory

shows the advantage to some extent on the less fluctuation,

the proposed method in this paper can depict the DMs’ risk

behaviours more vividly with acceptable fluctuation.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a new conversion-based LOR aggre-

gation method combined with prospect theory with

changeable reference point. The contributions of the paper

are shown as follows: (1) the information energy for LOR

is proposed, which can reflect the effectiveness of the LOR

and also enrich the measurement theory for LOR infor-

mation; (2) through combining with the prospect theory,

the new aggregation process can depict the decision-mak-

ing behaviours under risks, which make the aggregation

process reflect the preferences of DMs more vividly; (3) in

this paper, the reference point is not fixed, and we let

experts determine its value by giving reference point index,

which is closer to the real decision-making environment

and improve the aggregation method.

In this paper, based on the content in the illustration

part, we can find that the coefficients only have little

influence on the results, and it can reflect DMs’ preferences

under risks vividly through combining with the prospect

theory. The results derived from the proposed method are

rational and stable. During the aggregation process, it can

be used to mine the preferences of DMs hidden behind the

LOR information, which is meaningful to the improvement

of the conversion-based LOR aggregation method.

There are also some points that we can discuss in the

future. For example, this paper mainly deals with the

complete LOR information, which contains all the alter-

natives. In reality, sometimes DMs provide incomplete

information. Under such situation, it is meaningful to

consider the consistency and consensus issues, when

aggregate this kind of information.
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